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Abstract
The application of pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy on short-lived intermediates in Photosystem I is
reviewed. The spin polarization in light-induced radical pairs gives rise to a phase shifted ‘out-of-phase’ electron spin echo
signal. This echo signal shows a prominent modulation of its intensity as a function of the spacing between the two
microwave pulses. Its modulation frequency is determined by the electron^electron spin couplings within the radical pair.
Thereby, the measurement of the dipolar coupling gives direct information about the spin^spin distance and can therefore be
used to determine cofactor distances with high precision. Application of this technique to the radical pair Pc700A
c3
1 in
Photosystem I is discussed. Moreover, if oriented samples (e.g. single crystals) are used, the angular dependence of the
dipolar coupling can be used to derive the orientation of the axis connecting donor and acceptor with respect to an external
(crystal) axes system. Using out-of-phase electron spin echo envelope modulation spectroscopy, the localization of the
secondary acceptor quinone A1 has become possible. ß 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Paramagnetic species with unpaired electrons are
intermediates in the course of the light-induced trans-
membrane charge separation in Photosystem I (PS I)
as well as all other photosystems. These radicals and
radical pair (RP) states are ideal subjects of research
using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spec-
troscopy. Early EPR studies were mainly focused on
the identi¢cation of the molecules involved in the
charge transfer processes. The assignment of the
paramagnetic intermediates to (bacterio)chloro-
phylls, (bacterio)pheophytins and quinones has
been accomplished mainly by the extension of EPR
to electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) tech-
niques. These studies have been covered over the
years by several reviews [1^3] and the reader is re-
ferred to these articles for a general overview. Here
only a speci¢c area of the wide ¢eld of EPR/ENDOR
studies on paramagnetic states in PS I will be cov-
ered. This is the application of pulsed EPR tech-
niques to the RP state Pc700A
c3
1 which is created with-
in about 50 ps after excitation of P700 as a result of
the light-induced electron transfer via the primary
electron acceptor A0.
The ¢rst electron spin echo (ESE) experiments on
transient RPs in PS I have been reported by Thur-
nauer and coworkers [4^7]. A phase shift of the ob-
served ESE signal observed for the light-induced spe-
cies in a two-pulse echo experiment compared to the
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case of a stable paramagnetic species has been found
[5]. This phase shift has been interpreted to arise
from changes in RP interactions caused by electron
transfer processes within the photosystem. Later the
electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) of
the ESE signal of light-induced paramagnetic species
in photosystems has been investigated [7]. Even
though the modulation frequency was found to be
astonishingly independent of the isotope composition
of the samples, the echo modulation has been attrib-
uted to the regular hyper¢ne-induced ESEEM mech-
anism [7].
After these early pulsed EPR experiments transient
EPR spectroscopy using low power continuous wave
(cw) EPR with direct detection has been used much
more extensively for investigating short-lived para-
magnetic intermediates in PS I. This technique has
contributed important results in the identi¢cation of
the secondary electron acceptor A1 in PS I as phyl-
loquinone (vitamin K1, VK1) [8^10], and in the de-
termination of the orientation of A1 in PS I [11^14].
These results are reviewed in the article by van der
Est in this issue [15].
The interpretation of the experimental results of
the transient EPR studies is based on the concept
of coupled correlated radical pairs (CCRP) [16,17].
The basic ideas of the CCRP model are: (i) the light-
induced electron transfer creates the charge separated
RP state in a spin-correlated state with the total spin
of the two unpaired electrons equal to the spin state
of the excited state from which the charge transfer
occurs and (ii) the two unpaired electron spins on the
donor and the acceptor species remain in a distance
short enough that they are interacting with each oth-
er. In the case of photosystems with extremely fast
electron transfer from the excited singlet state of the
primary donor condition (i) is a reasonable assump-
tion corresponding to the generation of the RP state
in a S = 0 singlet state. A separation of the two un-
paired electron spins by 30 Aî , i.e. roughly the thick-
ness of the photosynthetic membrane, results in a
magnetic dipolar interaction between the two elec-
tron spins of the order of 0.1 mT in agreement
with (ii). The validity of this model for the light-in-
duced RP states in photosystems has been proven
not only by the consistent interpretation of spectra
but also by the experimental test of coherence e¡ects
[18^20] predicted form the CCRP model [21,22]. This
CCRP concept had not been developed at the time of
the early pulsed EPR studies on PS I and has been
extended to the description of pulsed EPR experi-
ments on spin-correlated RPs as in the case of photo-
systems by Salikhov and coworkers in 1992 [23] and
later similar work of Tang et al. [24]. These studies
provided an explanation for the phase shift as well as
the echo modulation observed in ESE experiments
on light-induced RP states di¡erent from the one
given by Thurnauer and coworkers [5,7]. According
to the CCRP model the phase shift of the ESE re-
sults from the spin correlation of light-induced RPs
and the echo modulation is due to the interaction of
the two unpaired electron spins. The latter conclu-
sion has been the basis for pulsed EPR studies on the
RP state Pc700A
c3
1 in PS I to obtain geometrical in-
formation about the location of A1 in PS I.
These studies had been motivated by the long
awaited localization of the secondary electron accep-
tor VK1 in the model of PS I derived from X-ray
crystal structure analysis. The early models of PS I
[25], including the initial model at 4 Aî resolution
[26], did not contain the phylloquinone molecules
present in PS I. The re¢ned model at 4 Aî resolution
[27] included one phylloquinone molecule. The as-
signment of the corresponding electron density to
VK1 has been based in [27] to a large extent on the
EPR data presented in the main part of this review.
Before the discussion of the results of the pulsed
EPR studies on Pc700A
c3
1 in PS I a brief summary of
the background of EPR experiments on light-induced
spin-correlated RPs will be given. Then the structural
results from EPR on Pc700A
c3
1 are compared to the
most recent model of PS I from X-ray crystallogra-
phy as described by Fromme et al. in this issue [28].
Finally recent pulsed ENDOR studies on Pc700A
c3
1 are
presented.
2. Spectroscopic background
2.1. Basics of the CCRP model
The CCRP model for RPs in photosystems has
been discussed in detail in several reviews [29^31].
Here only a brief summary is given. Two electron
spins in a magnetic ¢eld B0 have four energy levels,
E1, E2, E3 and E4, numbered from higher to lower
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energy. E1 and E4 correspond to the states with both
electrons having the projection of the spin antiparal-
lel and parallel to the magnetic ¢eld direction, re-
spectively. These states are equal to the MTf and
MT3f triplet states. For two coupled electrons on dif-
ferent species E2 and E3 correspond to admixtures of
the two possible states of one spin having a parallel
and the other having an antiparallel projection on
the magnetic ¢eld direction. These two mixed states
can equally be considered as admixtures of the MT0f
triplet state and a singlet state MSf. Since the light-
induced RP states in photosystems are created in a
singlet spin state, the population of the energy levels
is proportional to their respective singlet character.
Since the two states corresponding to the energy lev-
els E1 and E4 are pure triplet states they are not
populated and all population is found in the two
states corresponding to E2 and E3. This situation is
depicted in Fig. 1 and gives rise to four EPR tran-
sitions. Two of these transitions from E2 and E3 to
E1 require energy and correspond to microwave ab-
sorption. In contrast, the transitions from E2 and E3
to E4 release energy and produce microwave emis-
sion. The spectrum arising for the Pc700A
c3
1 state in a
single PS I complex is depicted in Fig. 2. All four
transitions have equal intensity. This is due to a com-
pensation of the population di¡erence between E2
and E3 by di¡erent transition probabilities from E2
to E1=4 and E3 to E1=4, respectively. The four oppo-
sitely polarized lines with equal amplitudes result in a
spectrum with vanishing net absorption or emission.
The distance within each pair of lines is given by the
spin^spin coupling, 2(J3d), where J denotes the iso-
tropic exchange coupling and d = D(3 cos2 a31)/3 de-
scribes the e¡ective dipolar coupling depending on
the angle a between the axis connecting both spins
and the external magnetic ¢eld.
2.2. The out-of-phase echo signal
For a Hahn echo-type pulsed EPR experiment ap-
plying short microwave pulses which cover the total
spectral width of the RP state, the vanishing net in-
tensity of the spectrum has the immediate conse-
quence of a vanishing absorptive or emissive (in-
phase) echo amplitude. However, due to the relative
shift of the two absorptive lines in Fig. 2 with respect
to the two emissive lines a dispersive (out-of-phase)
echo arises. This dispersive (out-of-phase) signal
component can easily be monitored in a pulsed mag-
netic resonance experiment. For a variation of the
inter-pulse spacing d in a two-pulse EPR experiment
Salikhov and coworkers [23] have shown that the
amplitude of the out-of-phase echo is modulated
Fig. 2. Stick spectrum for a weakly coupled spin-correlated rad-
ical pair. The separation between the two line pairs is governed
by the g-shift between the two radicals. The di¡erence within
each line pair is given by 2(J3d). For negligible J coupling and
D6 0, the polarization pattern E/A/E/A (E = emission, A = ab-
sorption) shown in the ¢gure is observed for orientations with
a6 54:7‡ (magic angle).
Fig. 1. Energy scheme for a coupled two-spin system. The ar-
rows mark the (partially) allowed single quantum transitions
between the energy levels.
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with a frequency proportional to the separation of
the absorptive versus the emissive lines in Fig. 2, i.e.
proportional to the dipolar and exchange spin^spin
interactions between the two unpaired electron spins.
The scheme for these types of experiments is shown
in Fig. 3. If the echo signal is detected at time T = d
after the second microwave pulse and the £ip angles
are adjusted to j1 = 90‡ and j2 = 180‡, the following
magnetizations are obtained [23,24]:
Mxd  vg
22J  d2
46 4
Wsiny d W13cos26 d 
Myd  0
1
where vg de¢nes the di¡erence in Larmor frequen-
cies between the two radicals involved as given by
vg  1
2
LB0g13g2  12
X
j
A1j3A2jmj 2
and 6 denotes the zero-quantum coherence fre-
quency de¢ned by 62 =vg2+(J+d/2)2. The dominant
modulation of the out-of-phase echo is caused by the
term sin(yd), where y denotes the modulation caused
by spin^spin interactions:
y  E2  E33E13E4  2J3d 3
In contrast, the modulation due to the term
[13cos(26d)] in Eq. 1 can be safely neglected for
broadband excitation pulsed EPR experiments, be-
cause of the wide distribution of the zero-quantum
frequency 6. For weakly coupled radical pairs
(vgEJ, d), the equation for the echo modulation
can thus be reduced to
Mx  12 sin 2j 1 siny d  4
where j1 re£ects the £ip angle of the ¢rst pulse. In
this case, the echo intensity is maximal for j1 = 45‡
but vanishes for j1 = 90‡. Hence, a maximal echo
amplitude is expected for a pulse sequence of 45‡^
d^180‡ [32^35] rather than for the usual 90‡^d^180‡
sequence used in normal spin echo spectroscopy.
This illustrates the unusual £ip angle dependence of
weakly coupled radical pairs as a result of the spin
polarization. Experimental veri¢cation of this subject
has been given on the RP state Pc700A
c3
1 by Hara et
al. [36]. In experiments where the £ip angle of the
second pulse is adjusted to be twice that of the ¢rst
pulse, the maximum echo intensity will be found for
a 65‡^d^130‡ sequence [35,37].
The dipolar spin^spin coupling is a strongly aniso-
tropic interaction dependent on the angle a between
the axis connecting the two unpaired electrons and
the external magnetic ¢eld. For two electrons each
con¢ned to a region much smaller than the distance r
between the centers of the electron distributions
(point dipole approximation) the dipolar coupling
is given by D =33geLW0/(8Zr3) =32786 r33 mT Aî 3.
In a powder-like sample, e.g. a frozen solution, with
a statistical distribution of orientations of the radical
pair with respect to the magnetic ¢eld the contribu-
tions of the isotropic exchange interaction and the
dipolar interaction can easily be separated [38,39].
Therefore, the measurement of the modulation fre-
quency of the out-of-phase echo for a spin-correlated
RP like Pc700A
c3
1 provides information about the dis-
tance between the unpaired electron spins and thus
about the distance between the cofactors involved.
2.3. Vector model for the OOP-ESEEM
A vector model for the OOP-ESEEM can be de-
veloped in analogy to the known NMR experiment
INEPT (insensitive nuclei enhancement by polariza-
tion transfer), where an initial Boltzmann population
of two spin-coupled nuclei is transferred to a longi-
tudinal two-spin order (see e.g. [40,41]). For simplic-
ity, a radical pair in the weak coupling limit is con-
sidered. In this case the product functions are good
approximations for the eigenfunctions of the system.
Fig. 3. Experimental scheme for the out-of-phase electron spin
echo experiment. The laser pulse hX creates the radical pair.
The delay time t after the laser £ash is held constant while the
pulse spacing d is varied. The modulation of the out-of-phase
echo occurring in the x-channel is monitored at T = d. To ob-
tain the maximum amplitude in this j/23j pulse sequence, the
£ip angle has to be adjusted to jW130‡.
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The transitions between the energy sublevels can then
be attributed to a £ip of a single spin. As indicated in
Fig. 4A, transitions 163 and 2C4 belong to spin
S1, whereas 162 and 3C4 can be attributed to a
£ip of spin S2. Since the system starts with a pure
singlet population, the M+3f and M3+f sublevels are
populated equally. Spin S1 comprises two spin pack-
ages with di¡erent precession frequencies caused by
the spin^spin coupling to S2. Those S1 spins attached
to a M3f(S2) spin rotate at a frequency y= 2(J3d)
faster than the spins attached to M+f(S2). As a result
of the spin polarization, one spin packet is aligned
parallel to the external magnetic ¢eld (B0Nz) and one
antiparallel, thus producing no net polarization
along the z-direction (see Fig. 4C1).
A selective microwave pulse along the x-axis with
a £ip angle of (90‡)x applied to spin S1 transfers the
initial longitudinal magnetization into anti-phase y-
magnetization (Fig. 4C2). Both components of S1
will precess in the x,y-plane but, due to the spin^
spin interaction, with di¡erent frequencies. After
time d= 1/(4y), the vectors are orthogonal as shown
in Fig. 4C3. At this point, a 180‡ pulse is applied to
spin S1. It £ips the vectors into a mirror image with
respect to the x,y-plane (Fig. 4C4). The precession
frequencies of the vectors are determined solely by
the orientation of the S2 spins, which has not been
changed so far. If the second spin (S2) is not a¡ected
by the second microwave pulse, then the system
reaches again anti-phase y-magnetization after an ad-
ditional time period d, thus producing no detectable
magnetization at time 2d. In essence, for spin-selec-
tive excitation the S1 spins have been decoupled from
the S2 spins by the use of the echo sequence.
However, if a separate (180‡)x pulse excites spin S2
at the same time as the (180‡)x pulse on S1 is applied,
this separate pulse changes the spin state of S2 and
transfers the z-magnetization of S2 to 3z-magnetiza-
tion (and vice versa). Those S1 spins previously at-
tached to M+f(S2) are now attached to M3f(S2) (and
vice versa). Their precession frequencies reverse,
causing a refocusing of the vectors as shown in
Fig. 4C5. At time 2d the M+f and M3f vectors are
both aligned along the x-axis of the rotating frame
(Fig. 4C6). Since the observable magnetization at
time 2d is in this case along the x-axis the echo signal
is called out-of-phase echo in contrast to the usual
case where the refocused magnetization is along the
y-axis (in-phase echo). This picture (Fig. 4) explains
in a simple way the occurrence of an out-of-phase
echo as a result of the longitudinal two-spin order
present prior to the microwave (mw) pulses. Evolu-
tion under a resonance o¡set, induced by g and hy-
per¢ne anisotropy, is refocused by the pulse sequence
and can be neglected. Therefore, the relevant evolu-
tion of the magnetization under this pulse sequence is
exclusively due to the spin^spin coupling. This de-
scription shows that for the formation of the out-
of-phase echo modulation only the second refocusing
Fig. 4. Simpli¢ed vector model for the out-of-phase echo of a
spin-correlated radical pair. (A) Energy scheme in the limit of
weak coupling and the corresponding stick spectrum (B). (C)
Development of the macroscopic magnetization. (1) The two
spin packages M+f and M3f of spin S1 are aligned (anti)parallel
to the external ¢eld. (2) A selective 90‡ pulse on S1 £ips the
vectors into the x,y-plane. (3) Both spin packages rotate in the
x,y-plane. The vector denoted with M3f rotates at y= 2(J3d)
faster than the M+f vector. (4) At d= 1/(4y), a 180‡ pulse on S1
£ips both vectors into mirror image with respect to the x-axis.
(5) A simultaneous 180‡ pulse on spin S2 interchanges the M3f
and M+f labels and causes a continuous convergence of both
vectors until they reach the x-axis at time 2d (6). For further
details see text.
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pulse has to be non-selective, i.e. inverting both
spins, while the ¢rst pulse can be selective, i.e. acting
on only one of the two spins. This will be used later
in a modi¢cation of the out-of-phase ESEEM experi-
ment, the so-called ‘extended-time excitation’ experi-
ment.
2.4. Evaluation of dipolar and isotropic spin^spin
couplings
As evident from Eqs. 1 and 4, the modulation of
the out-of-phase echo is very sensitive to the spin^
spin coupling and therefore sensitive to changes in
the distance between the spins. On the other hand,
g-tensor values and their orientation have only van-
ishing in£uence on the out-of-phase echo. The par-
ticular distance dependence is demonstrated here by
comparison of simulated echo modulation patterns.
In Fig. 5A, the out-of-phase echo modulation is
shown for identical spin^spin coupling parameters
but for di¡erent orientations of the quinone with
respect to the dipolar coupling axis. The two simu-
lated echo modulations are virtually indistinguish-
able. Thus, it is evident that a change in orientation
of the molecules involved has a negligible e¡ect on
the echo modulation pattern. The same result is ob-
tained for a change in the principal values of the
g-tensors.
In contrast, the modulation pattern is very sensi-
tive to the magnitude of the dipolar coupling as dem-
onstrated in Fig. 5B for two distances: r = 25.4 Aî
(D =3170 WT, solid line) and r = 28.4 Aî (D =3121
WT, dashed line). Hence, by comparison between ex-
perimental and simulated modulation patterns, the
dipolar coupling can be determined with high preci-
sion. This approach has the advantage that a recon-
struction of the signal during the spectrometer dead
time is not required. Alternatively, there is also the
possibility to perform a Fourier transform in order
to demonstrate the orientation dependence of the
dipolar coupling, e.g. the tensorial distribution in
frozen solution. To prevent distortions in the Fourier
transforms due to the loss of the signal within the
dead time (W88 ns), a reconstruction of the trun-
cated data is required and can be achieved by the
maximum entropy method.
Instead of a power or absolute-value Fourier
transform, it is more convenient to perform a sine-
Fourier transform (SFT), since Eq. 4 predicts a pure
sine time dependence of the signal. Moreover, for a
SFT the phase information is maintained. The SFT
of Eq. 1 gives rise to two lines at frequencies X= +y
and X=3y with positive and negative amplitude,
respectively. For powder samples, the orientation de-
pendence of the dipolar coupling then leads to a
tensorial distribution of lines as shown in Fig. 6B.
The intensities for the frequencies X(a) between the
characteristic values XN = þ 2(J32/3D) for a= 0‡ and
XP = þ 2(J+1/3D) for a= 90‡ are determined by the
intensity pattern for d(a). Fig. 6C depicts the sum of
the two intensity patterns. From the characteristic
frequencies XN and XP of the SFT pattern shown in
Fig. 6B,C, the spin^spin coupling parameters D and
J can be easily calculated using the relations:
D  XP3XN=2 and J  2XP  XN=6 5
However, the analysis of the ‘turning points’ XP and
XN of the tensorial distribution is only correct for
Fig. 5. Sensitivity of the simulated out-of-phase echo modula-
tion pattern to changes in the orientation of the quinone or the
distance between the radical pair spins. (A) Echo modulation
for a quinone orientation with gxxNZD (solid line) or gyyNZD
(dashed line). Distance between the spins: MZDM= 25.4 Aî . (B)
Simulation for a distance of MZDM= 25.4 Aî (solid line) and
MZDM= 28.4 Aî (dashed line), respectively, and gxxNZD.
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in¢nitely small linewidths. For a comparison of the
calculated SFT with that from an experimental
ESEEM trace it is necessary to account for the decay
of the echo intensity with increasing d. The limited
phase memory time causes a broadening of the re-
spective SFTs with Lorentzian lineshape. In this case
an evaluation of J and D is no longer possible by
simple inspection of the SFT ‘turning points’. This
can be seen in Fig. 6D, which shows the simulation
with a Lorentzian linewidth of 0.5 MHz. The max-
imum around MXPM is shifted to smaller (absolute)
values due to the linewidth. Accordingly, this shift
needs to be taken into account to obtain reliable
values for D and J.
At ¢rst glance it seems to be surprising that hyper-
¢ne couplings are relatively unimportant for the out-
of-phase ESEEM experiments whereas similar
ESEEM techniques are widely used to study hyper-
¢ne and quadrupolar couplings on paramagnetic bio-
logical samples [42,43]. These nuclear modulations
have been investigated recently on Pc700A
c3
1 by pulsed
EPR methods using a narrow excitation bandwidth
[20]. Some theoretical studies, however, have shown
that nuclear ESEEM due to hyper¢ne couplings (hfc)
provide only a minor contribution to the out-of-
phase echo modulation on radical pairs [35,44]
in which a broadband excitation (i.e. short mw
pulses) is used. This is due to the fact that hfcs
with large anisotropy contribute to the modulation
only as a ‘second order e¡ect’ while the electron^
electron spin couplings still dominate the ESEEM
spectrum. Therefore, the determination of D and J
values from the simulation of the Pake pattern does
not require detailed knowledge of the hyper¢ne cou-
plings.
2.5. Correlation between spin^spin and cofactor
distances
In the case of the cofactors involved in PS I occurs
the problem that the spatial extension of the orbitals
for the unpaired electrons cannot be neglected in
comparison with the distance between the cofactors.
To illustrate the e¡ect of an extended electron distri-
bution in a planar Z-system as for a chlorophyll or a
quinone, we assume a model with equal spin density
on the corners and the center of two squares with
diagonals of length 5 Aî and a distance r = 25 Aî be-
Fig. 6. Simulation of the out-of-phase echo modulation (A) and
the corresponding SFTs. (B) Tensorial distributions of the lines
for +y (solid line) and 3y (dashed line) for a vanishing line-
width. The tensor components XN and XP are indicated by ar-
rows. (C) Sum of the two single distributions shown in B. (D)
SFT simulation with a Lorentzian linewidth of vXL = 0.5 MHz.
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tween the centers of the squares. With the two
squares aligned parallel and the dipolar axis (axis
connecting the centers of the squares) within this
plane an apparent distance of 24.7 Aî is calculated
by converting the dipolar interaction into an e¡ective
point dipole distance. For the case of the dipole axis
perpendicular to the coplanar squares an apparent
distance of 25.3 Aî is obtained. These are the limiting
cases. For most of the orientations between the two
squares apparent distances closer to the true value
are calculated. This crude model of two extended
planar Z-systems shows that the systematic error by
applying the point dipole approximation is of the
same magnitude as the error margin given for the
data analysis within the point dipole model and
quoted in the experimental studies reviewed in the
following.
3. Experiments on Pc700A
c3
1
The ¢rst pulsed EPR study on transient species in
PS I after the early papers by Thurnauer, Norris and
coworkers has been published in 1994 by the group
of Evans [45]. In this paper the phase shift of the
echo as described before [5] has been observed again.
However, in the study [45] the modulation of the
echo intensity under a variation of the inter-pulse
delay in a two-pulse spin echo has not been inves-
tigated. Instead the monotonous decay of the echo
intensity with increasing delay of the echo detection
sequence after the laser pulse inducing the RP state
Pc700A
c3
1 has been analyzed. This allowed the deter-
mination of the forward electron transfer kinetics
from A1 to the ¢rst iron^sulfur cluster FX. The re-
sults of this study are in agreement with optical data
and data from transient EPR spectroscopy [46]. For
probing electron transfer kinetics the pulsed EPR
approach has advantages over transient EPR. In
transient EPR weak microwave irradiation is contin-
uously applied. This microwave irradiation induces
spin dynamics which is superimposed on the kinetics
of the signal due to the electron transfer. Careful use
of very low microwave powers and observation of
the power dependence are required in the transient
mode. In the pulsed mode only two short microwave
pulses are used to probe the amount of the interest-
ing species.
3.1. Application of the out-of-phase ESEEM
technique
The ¢rst experimental pulsed EPR study on a
light-induced radical pair state making use of the
theory of Salikhov et al. [23] and Tang et al. [24]
was an investigation of the RP state Pc865Q
c3
A in re-
action centers (RCs) of Rhodobacter sphaeroides by
Ho¡ and coworkers [38]. This study showed that the
frequency of the observed echo modulation is consis-
tent with the magnitude of the dipolar spin^spin cou-
pling between the two unpaired electron spins calcu-
lated from the known distance between P865 and QA
from the X-ray structure of the reaction center. The
dependence of the dipolar spin^spin coupling from
the distance between the unpaired spins in the point
dipole approximation has been used by our group to
determine the distance between Pc700 and A
c3
1 in PS I
from the observed echo modulation frequency in a
pulsed EPR experiment on Pc700A
c3
1 [39,47]. A com-
parison of the echo modulation observed for Pc700A
c3
1
in PS I and the corresponding state Pc865Q
c3
A in reac-
tion centers of Rb. sphaeroides R-26 is shown in Figs.
7 and 8. The analysis of these experimental modula-
Fig. 7. Comparison of the out-of-phase echo modulation of (A)
Pc700A
c3
1 in PS I from Synechococcus elongatus and (B) P
c
865Q
c3
A
in protonated Zn-bRCs of Rb. sphaeroides R-26. The dashed
lines indicate the reconstruction of the spectrometer dead time
using the maximum entropy method. The faster modulation for
Pc700A
c3
1 indicates a shorter spin^spin distance.
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tion traces based on the theoretical results of Sa-
likhov et al. [23] yielded a distance of 25.4 þ 0.3 Aî
between Pc700 and A
c3
1 compared to 28.4 Aî between
Pc865 and Q
c3
A [39,47]. The latter distance is in good
agreement with the 28.3 Aî found for the ground state
Pc865Q
c3
A in X-ray crystallography [48]. The details of
the data analysis have been given in [39]. The same
approach to determine the distance between Pc700 and
Ac31 has been used almost simultaneously with our
group by Kawamori and coworkers [49]. The results
of both groups show excellent agreement. This was
new structural information on PS I since the phyllo-
quinone head group of A1 could not be localized in
the electron density at that time [26]. The agreement
of the distance between an unassigned electron den-
sity in the 4 Aî resolution electron density and the
tetrapyrrole head groups assigned to P700 has been
used in a following X-ray study [27] for the identi-
¢cation of this density with the secondary electron
acceptor A1 termed QK in that study.
In the paper of Dzuba et al. [49] the measurement
of the distance between Pc700 and the reduced second-
ary acceptor has also been performed on samples
with the phylloquinone replaced by various exoge-
nous quinones. In all cases the distance between
the oxidized donor and the reduced acceptor has
been found virtually identical to the case of the na-
tive, phylloquinone containing sample. The same re-
sult has been obtained by our group for several other
exogenous quinones [50]. The unchanged distance
between the exogenous quinones used for substitut-
ing VK1 and Pc700 provides strong evidence that those
quinones are indeed bound to the A1 site in PS I.
This had been questioned since the solvent extraction
of VK1 also removes several chlorophylls from PS I
opening other potential binding sites. The possible
binding of exogenous quinones to a site di¡erent
from the A1 site has been of particular concern after
the observation of an altered orientation of naphtho-
quinone in PS I compared to VK1 by transient EPR
experiments [10] while naphthoquinone occupies the
QA site in RCs from Rb. sphaeroides R-26 in the
same orientation as the native ubiquinone-10.
This type of experiments has been extended to £u-
orenones, which can also act as electron acceptors if
substituted into the A1 binding pocket of PS I [51].
These molecules contain only one carbonyl group
and showed larger heterogeneity in the Pc700^A
c3
1 dis-
tances. This has been attributed to multiple orienta-
tions of the molecules in the A1 site. Furthermore,
the lifetime of the spin polarization of Pc700A
c3
1 has
been measured as a function of the temperature. The
lifetime of the ESE signal has been found to be con-
siderably shorter than expected from the lifetime of
the Pc700A
c3
1 state measured by optical methods
[49,51]. The reason for this discrepancy is not com-
pletely understood but may be related to a magnetic
¢eld e¡ect on the RP lifetime [49]. However, it has
been shown that the lifetime of the echo signal of
Pc700A
c3
1 can be prolonged considerably by applica-
tion of an additional mw pulse prior to the conven-
tional two-pulse scheme [49]. This pulse transfers
population from the two energy levels Mi2f and
Mi3f, containing singlet character, to the triplet levels
MTf and MT3f. From these states the radical pair
cannot directly recombine to the singlet ground state
and therefore the lifetime of the radical pair is pro-
longed orders of magnitude. A similar e¡ect has been
demonstrated previously on bacterial RCs [52,53].
The out-of-phase ESEEM spectroscopy has also
been applied to PS I from phylloquinone biosyn-
Fig. 8. SFTs of the out-of-phase echo modulations. Experimen-
tal SFTs (solid lines) and numerical simulations (dashed lines)
for Pc865Q
c3
A in (A) protonated samples of Rb. sphaeroides R-26
and (B) Pc700A
c3
1 in protonated PS I from S. elongatus. Simula-
tion parameters: (A) D =3121 WT, J = 1.0 WT, vXL = 0.50
MHz; (B) D =3170 WT, J = 1.0 WT, vXL = 0.25 MHz.
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thetic pathway mutants in Synechocystis sp. PCC
6803 [54]. These mutants are not able to synthesize
VK1 due to interruption of the essential genes menA
and/or menB. It has been shown that plastoquinone-
9 is incorporated into the A1 binding site and func-
tions as electron acceptor as well as donator to FX.
The distance between Pc700 and Q
c3 has been deter-
mined to 25.3 þ 0.3 Aî , which is almost identical to
the distance measured in the native system [54].
Hence, it has been concluded that plastoquinone-9
is indeed bound to the native A1 site when incorpo-
rated into PS I.
3.2. Extended-time excitation experiment
In the pulse scheme discussed so far, the spacing
between the two microwave pulses has been incre-
mented from experiment to experiment, providing
one point of the resulting trace of the echo modula-
tion. The measurement of the full echo envelope
modulation may therefore be time-consuming. An
alternative approach that permits the entire echo en-
velope modulation to be obtained in a single experi-
ment has been suggested by Schweiger et al. [55^58],
and provides a continuous refocusing by means of a
particular extended-time excitation (ETE).
A continuous refocusing by means of a particular
ETE can be achieved by replacing the ¢rst micro-
wave pulse (j1)x by a low level continuous wave ir-
radiation of the system for a time period d0 prior to
the refocusing 180‡ pulse. If the £ip angle of the
long-time excitation is small enough (linear response
approximation) each in¢nitely short time interval
within the excitation period d0 causes a primary
echo in the corresponding, symmetry related time
interval after the 180‡ pulse. The superposition of
all echoes leads then to a transient signal identical
to the echo envelope obtained from a series of basic
two-pulse experiments.
In Fig. 9, a comparison between a usual two-pulse
experiment (top) performed on the Pc700A
c3
1 state in
PS I as described above and an experiment (bottom)
on the same system with extended-time excitation is
shown. For the ETE measurement, the ¢rst micro-
wave pulse has been replaced by a soft pulse of 2 Ws
duration and low intensity. As can be seen from Fig.
9, the echo envelope modulation can be reproduced
as a transient signal in the ETE experiment. How-
ever, as a result of the extremely small £ip angle (low
intensity) of the cw irradiation the signal-to-noise
ratio for the ETE experiment is slightly worse than
for the echo experiment.
The equivalence in the echo modulation pattern
between the conventional two-pulse and the ETE
experiment has also been described previously on
the Pc865Q
c3
A state in bacterial reaction centers [59].
The approach using one selective and one non-selec-
tive microwave pulse has recently been extended by
detecting the FID and not the echo after the non-
selective pulse [60]. Similar to the modulation of the
transient echo signal in the ETE experiment the ob-
served FID contains the information on the spin^
spin coupling. Furthermore, by variation of an addi-
tional spacing between the selective and the non-se-
lective pulse this FID detection allows a speci¢c ob-
servation of individual relaxation times within the
RP as demonstrated for the state Pc865Q
c3
A in bacterial
reaction centers [60].
Fig. 9. Out-of-phase echo modulation for the radical pair
Pc700A
c3
1 in PS I recorded with a usual two-pulse echo sequence
(top) and with ETE (bottom). The ¢rst 88 ns of the echo mod-
ulation (omitted in the upper trace and indicated as dashed line
in the lower trace) are disturbed by the high-power microwave
pulse. Accumulation time: 205 s (2048 shots) for each trace.
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3.3. Out-of-phase ESEEM in oriented PS I samples
The experiments in [39,47,49] have been performed
on frozen solutions of PS I and, therefore, could only
provide the principal values of the spin^spin coupling
which are su⁄cient to determined the distance be-
tween the cofactors. In a later study single crystals
of PS I have been used [61]. The use of single crystals
allowed the determination of the orientation of the
dipolar coupling axis with respect to the crystallo-
graphic axes from the angular dependence of the
observed echo modulation.
Fig. 10 shows the SFTs of the echo modulations
measured in a single crystal aligned perpendicular to
the rotation axis. The top trace is obtained from an
unoriented frozen PS I solution. The most intense
feature in the trace for the frozen solution at
XPWþ 3.1 MHz arises from those PS I complexes
with the Pc700A
c3
1 axis perpendicular to the external
magnetic ¢eld B0. The frequency XP contains the
distance information. The single crystal spectra are
shown as a function of the angle K between the crys-
tallographic c-axis and B0. Important features are the
signal extrema at Xc = þ (4.4 þ 0.2) MHz for the two
orientations with B0Nc (K= 0‡ and 180‡). Insertion of
the values for D, J and Xc into the equation for the
angular dependence of the dipolar interaction imme-
diately yields the angle ac between the Pc700^A
c3
1 axis,
ZD, and the crystallographic c-axis. With
MXcM= M2J32D(cos2 ac31/3)M and D =3170 WT,
J = 1 WT as determined from the frozen solution ex-
periments an angle of U(ZD,c) = ac = (27 þ 5)‡ is ob-
tained [61].
Fig. 10 also includes numerical simulations de-
scribing the angular dependence of the spin^spin
coupling. The open dots in Fig. 10 denote the dipolar
couplings at X= +2(J3d) with positive amplitude and
the ¢lled dots belong to lines at X=32(J3d) with
negative amplitude. For the simulation, the parame-
ters D =3170 WT and J = 1 WT obtained from frozen
solution (see above) and the angle of U(ZD,c) = 27‡
between the crystallographic c-axis and the dipolar
axis ZD have been used. The orientation of the crys-
tal has been determined from the rotation pattern of
F3A [13], and yielded a small misalignment of
MU(c,r)390‡M= 1‡ with respect to the rotation axis.
The projection of the dipolar axis onto the crys-
tallographic a,b-plane has been determined by com-
parison of the relative intensities in the SFT with
signals from a crystal with known orientation of
the a- and b-axes. The projection of the dipolar
axis onto the a,b-plane has been found to be parallel
with the a-axis or any equivalent axes of the P63
space group. However, for this vanishing angle a
larger error margin of þ 10‡ has been estimated [61].
The out-of-phase ESEEM technique on Pc700A
c3
1
has also been applied to oriented membranes con-
taining PS I to obtain the position of A1 [62]. Inter-
estingly, in contrast to the single crystal study [61]
the SFTs of the echo modulation for the oriented
membranes do not show an inversion of sign of the
Fig. 10. SFTs of the echo modulation of the radical pair
Pc700A
c3
1 in PS I in frozen solution (top trace) and for a single
crystal rotated perpendicular to the crystallographic c-axis. At
angles KP= 0‡ and KP= 180‡ the external magnetic ¢eld B0 is
aligned parallel to the c-axis. At this orientation the frequency
Xc is observed. The colored lines indicate the orientation depen-
dence of the dipolar coupling as obtained from numerical simu-
lations. Open dots denote lines with positive amplitude, closed
dots belong to lines with negative amplitude. Simulation param-
eters: D =3170 WT, J = 1 WT, U(ZD,c) = 27‡.
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dipolar coupling upon rotation perpendicular to the
membrane normal. For highly oriented membranes a
peak in the SFT for a parallel alignment of the mem-
brane normal and the magnetic ¢eld would be ex-
pected that directly can be evaluated in terms of
the angle between the dipolar axis and the membrane
normal. In the case of [62], however, the peak posi-
tion for parallel alignment of magnetic ¢eld and
membrane normal corresponds almost to the maxi-
mum frequency XN occurring for the dipolar vector
and the magnetic ¢eld being parallel. Similarly, for
perpendicular alignment of magnetic ¢eld and mem-
brane normal a peak frequency close to XP is ob-
served that is characteristic for perpendicular align-
ment of the dipolar axis and the magnetic ¢eld.
Thus, direct interpretation of the data from the ori-
ented membranes would suggest that the Pc700^A
c3
1
axis is nearly parallel to the membrane normal.
The evaluation of an angle of 24‡ between the dipo-
lar axis and the membrane normal as given in [62]
depends strongly on a disorientation parameter
which, according to the authors of [62], cannot be
determined experimentally. By including a Gaussian
distribution with a width of 15‡ for the deviation of
the membrane normals from an average value ¢ts of
the sine-Fourier transforms peaking at about XN and
XP for parallel and perpendicular alignment of the
average membrane normal and the ¢eld have been
achieved. In view of the rather involved data analysis
including a rather undetermined disorientation pa-
rameter we are sceptical regarding the higher preci-
sion of þ 4‡ for the angle between the dipolar axis
and the membrane normal for the partially oriented
membranes claimed in [62] compared to the single
crystal study [61] with an estimated error of þ 5‡.
3.4. Localization of A1 within the ET chain
The angle U(ZD,c) determined from the single
crystal study [61] and the Pc700^A
c3
1 distance MZDM
de¢ne a circle of possible A1 locations in a plane
parallel to the crystallographic a,b-plane and a mid-
point in the center of the unpaired spin density of
Pc700. A projection of the resulting circle of possible
Ac31 locations is shown in Fig. 11 together with the
electron transfer components of PS I located by X-
ray crystallography [27]. A similar location of A1
with respect to the membrane normal (equivalent
to the crystallographic c-axis) has been obtained by
Rutherford and coworkers [63] combining several in-
dependent pieces of information. The distance be-
tween Pc700 and A
c3
1 was obtained from the out-of-
phase ESEEM experiments [39,47,49]. The measured
orientation of the g-tensor of photoaccumulated Ac31
with respect to the membrane [63] has been trans-
lated into the orientation of the dipolar vector con-
necting Pc700 and A
c3
1 by adopting the collinearity of
the dipolar axis with the gx-axis of Ac31 deduced by
transient EPR experiments on the RP state Pc700A
c3
1
[64,65]. However, the collinearity of these two axes
has been questioned by other time-resolved EPR
data from Kothe and coworkers [66,67]. Therefore,
the basis of the A1 position determined in [63] is less
¢rm than for the position determined directly by
pulsed EPR on Pc700A
c3
1 in single crystals [61].
The distance from the A1 locations de¢ned by the
circle in Fig. 11 to FX is about 14 þ 2 Aî . This value
had been in disagreement with an estimated range of
Fig. 11. Positions of the phylloquinone A1 deduced from the
EPR data (¢lled circles). The arrangement of the other mem-
bers of the electron transfer chain in PS I and the helices m
and n (mP and nP) has been determined by X-ray crystallogra-
phy [27]. The view direction is parallel to the a,b-plane. The
thick horizontal line is a side view of the circle of possible A1
locations de¢ned by the angle U(ZD,c) = 27‡ between the c-axis
and the connection line between Pc700 and A
c3
1 together with the
Pc700^A
c3
1 distance MZDM= r = 25.4 Aî .
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20^30 Aî based on pulsed EPR relaxation measure-
ments [68]. However, using an similar approach as
[68] in a later study [69], a distance of 14.8 þ 4 Aî has
been obtained in good agreement with Fig. 11.
Information on the location of A1 in the projec-
tion onto the photosynthetic membrane cannot be
provided by EPR using oriented membranes but
only by using single crystals. In [61] it has been
found that the projection of the Pc700^A
c3
1 axis onto
the a,b-plane (membrane plane) must be roughly par-
allel to the crystallographic a-axis or any symmetry
equivalent axis. Six orientations of the Pc700^A
c3
1 axis
in a PS I monomer are, therefore, possible due to the
six-fold symmetry of the space group. These six pos-
sible positions of A1 are depicted in Fig. 12A in a
projection onto the a,b-plane assuming the unpaired
spin of Pc700 located on eCP1 [70].
With the unpaired spin density of Pc700 centered on
eC1 one obtains six alternative locations for A1 as
shown in Fig. 12B. These positions are related to the
ones described above (Fig. 12A) by a C2 symmetry
operation. However, in each case at least four of the
six positions can be discriminated on the basis of
independent arguments. These are e.g. the electron
transfer time for the reactions Ac30 CA1 and
Ac31 CFX from which the respective distance can be
estimated. Only for the positions 1P and 3P (marked
black in Fig. 12A) as well as for 1 and 3 in Fig. 12B,
the cofactor distances are in agreement with the re-
spective electron transfer times. Furthermore, it has
been suggested that the quinone molecule A1 should
be located in the vicinity of the loop between the m
and n helices (or mP and nP helices) [14,64]. This
constraint is also ful¢lled only for the two positions
marked in black.
3.5. Comparison with recent X-ray structural results
Further information on the geometry of A1 in the
protein frame has been provided by transient EPR
spectroscopy on Pc700A
c3
1 [65]. A comparison of the
positions for QK and QPK from the recent X-ray
structure [28] with the EPR results shows that the
pairs eCP1-3P and eC1-3 in Fig. 12 agree signi¢cantly
better with respect to position and orientation of the
A1 head group than the alternative positions eCP1-1P
and eC1-1. Fig. 13 shows, therefore, the position and
orientation of the A1 head group for the pairs eCP1-
3P and eC1-3 (shown in red) superimposed with the
quinones in the X-ray structure (green). The eCP1
chlorophyll of the P700 dimer is ligated to the PsaB
subunit and A1 in position 3P is associated with the
PsaA subunit constituting a pair eC1-B/A1-A in
which the two molecules are ligated by di¡erent pro-
tein subunits. For the alternative pair eC1-A/A1-B
shown in Fig. 13 the roles of PsaA and PsaB are
interchanged. It is interesting to note that this situa-
tion is in analogy to the situation in bacterial RCs
where the predominant spin density is located on the
bacteriochlorophyll half of the Pc865 dimer ligated to
the L-side of the RC protein while the primary qui-
none QA is bound to the M-side.
The main di¡erence between the EPR derived lo-
cation of A1 and the crystallography result is found
for the projection of the axis connecting Pc700 and
Ac31 . From EPR a collinearity of this axis with the
Fig. 12. Projection of the electron transfer chain onto the crys-
tallographic a,b-plane [27]. The indicated a- and b-axes are par-
allel to the respective crystallographic axes. (A) The unpaired
spin density on Pc700 is assumed to be centered on eCP1. The six
numbered points indicate the A1 positions on the ring de¢ned
by U(ZD,c) and MZDM (see above) and with the angle P= 0‡ be-
tween the projection of ZD onto the a,b-plane (dashed line for
position 1P) and the a-axis or any equivalent axis. (B) The spin
is assumed to be located on the electron carrier eC1.
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crystallographic a-axis was deduced. However, as
stated above this parameter carries in the EPR re-
sults the largest error margin of þ 10‡ [61] and the X-
ray structure shows an angle of about 10‡. Closer
inspection of Fig. 13 reveals that the two quinones
located in the X-ray structure are not strictly C2
symmetric. The overlapping error margins for the
individual structural parameters prohibit a clear as-
signment of the quinone molecule observed by EPR
spectroscopy. However, the agreement between the
EPR and X-ray derived parameters is in all cases
better for the quinone ligated by the PsaA subunit
(QK-A) than for QK-B. This indicates that the qui-
none observed in the Pc700A
c3
1 RP state at low tem-
peratures is more likely QK-A than QK-B. An argu-
ment in favor of this tentative assignment is the
¢nding that the spin on Pc700 is located on the chlo-
rophyll a ligated by PsaB [70], i.e. eC1-B, and there-
fore corresponding to the eC1-B/A1-A pair in the
time-resolved EPR experiments as shown in Fig.
13. The identi¢cation of the EPR active quinone
with QK-A is further in agreement with independent
studies on photoaccumulated Ac31 in various PS I
deletion mutants [71]. However, more direct evidence
which of the two phylloquinones gives rise to the Ac31
signal observed in EPR experiments can be expected
soon, e.g. from mutations targeting the amino acids
in the two A1 binding pockets.
3.6. Pulsed ENDOR spectra of Pc+700A
c3
1
Whereas the out-of-phase ESEEM technique is
sensitive to electron^electron spin coupling, ENDOR
spectroscopy provides access to hyper¢ne and quad-
rupolar interactions. With ENDOR techniques, the
spectral resolution can be improved considerably and
hyper¢ne couplings can be resolved even when the
(time-resolved) EPR spectrum is completely unre-
solved. Thereby, the hyper¢ne couplings obtained
from time-resolved ENDOR experiments can pro-
vide important information about the electronic
and geometric structure of cofactors and their inter-
action with the protein environment during the life-
time of the radical pair state.
Investigation of the electronic structure of Pc700 by
ENDOR spectroscopy is relatively easy since Pc700 is
readily formed by photooxidation of P700. However,
ENDOR studies on the anion radical of A1 are more
di⁄cult since accumulation of Ac31 requires a pre-
reduction of the iron^sulfur clusters of PS I and a
speci¢c photoreduction protocol [63,72]. An alterna-
tive to studying stabilized radicals of the electron
transfer chain is to perform time-resolved ENDOR
directly on the short-lived photoinduced radical pair
state Pc700A
c3
1 . An obvious di⁄culty in such an ex-
periment is the presence of unpaired electron spins
on two chemically di¡erent radical species. There-
fore, ENDOR spectra of Pc700A
c3
1 will represent a
superposition of the spectra from Pc700 and A
c3
1 . A
further complication arises from the spin polariza-
tion and the electronic spin^spin interaction in such
systems. This electron^electron coupling may perturb
Fig. 13. Comparison of position and orientation of the quinone
molecule A1 as obtained from EPR on the radical pair state
Pc700A
c3
1 and in the recent X-ray structure model (atomic coor-
dinates have been kindly provided by P. Jordan and N.
Krauss).
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the nuclear frequencies under speci¢c conditions [73].
However, since the spin^spin coupling within
Pc700A
c3
1 can be measured precisely (see above) it is
possible to include this interaction in a quantitative
analysis of the ENDOR spectra of the radical pair
state.
In Fig. 14 the Davis-type pulsed ENDOR spec-
trum of photoaccumulated Ac31 (A) is compared
with two pulsed ENDOR spectra of the light-induced
radical pair state Pc700A
c3
1 (B,C) recorded at di¡erent
¢eld positions in the spin-polarized EPR spectrum.
The axial hfc tensor with AN = 12.8(2) MHz and
AP = 9.1(2) MHz in spectrum A is assigned to the
CH3 group of Ac31 . In spectra B and C ^ recorded
at di¡erent ¢eld positions in the transient EPR spec-
trum ^ the dominant ENDOR intensity is found in
the spectral range assigned to the CH3 hfc of Ac31 .
The particular structure of the ENDOR spectrum
with positive and negative intensities is due to the
spin polarization of the radical pair state. The ob-
served CH3 hfc of Ac31 in the spectra agrees well for
photoaccumulated Ac31 and the functional radical
pair state Pc700A
c3
1 . This implies that the electronic
structure of Ac31 is very similar in both states. More-
over, the electron^electron spin coupling has only a
small in£uence on the hyper¢ne transitions in this
particular case.
Time-resolved ENDOR experiments have also
been obtained on PS I from the mutants menA3
and menB3, which contain plastoquinone-9 (PQ-9)
instead of VK1 in the A1 binding site [54]. Two
nearly axial symmetric hyper¢ne tensors have been
observed and assigned to the two methyl groups of
PQ-9. The inequivalence of the hfcs from the two
CH3 groups in Qc3 indicate a rather strong asymme-
try in the spin density distribution on PQ-9 in the A1
as compared to frozen alcoholic solution [54]. Inter-
estingly, the asymmetry found for this molecule in PS
I is exactly opposite to that for PQ-9 in PS II or for
ubiquinone in bacterial RCs. This has been attrib-
uted to the fact that the preferential hydrogen
bond in the quinone binding pocket of PS II and
bacterial RCs is inverted in the A1 binding site of
PS I [54], thus indicating a substantial di¡erence be-
tween both types of RCs with respect to their qui-
none binding pockets.
4. Conclusions
Pulsed EPR spectroscopy on the functional RP
state Pc700A
c3
1 has provided structural and functional
information on PS I. Using non-oriented samples it
was possible to determine the distance between the
phylloquinone acceptor A1 and the primary donor
P700 as a ¢rst step in the localization of A1. Addi-
tional experiments on oriented samples allowed the
localization of A1 in the protein framework prior to
high resolution X-ray crystallography. These EPR
data have been con¢rmed recently for native PS I
by the 2.5 Aî resolution X-ray structure discussed in
the review by Fromme et al. in this issue [28]. This
type of EPR experiments will stay a unique source of
structural information for modi¢ed systems, e.g. mu-
tants, for which crystal structure analysis is di⁄cult.
This has been shown e.g. for PS I particles after
phylloquinone removal and substitution procedures.
The pulsed EPR results provide strong evidence that
Fig. 14. Davies-type pulsed ENDOR spectra of photoaccumu-
lated Ac31 (A) and of the radical pair state P
c
700A
c3
1 (B,C) in PS
I from S. elongatus. Spectrum B was recorded with a ¢eld set-
ting close to the E/A zero crossing in the transient EPR spec-
trum and spectrum C at the absorption maximum.
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a large number of exogenous quinones can be incor-
porated into the correct A1 binding site. For mutants
deprived of the capacity of phylloquinone biosynthe-
sis the incorporation of a di¡erent quinone into the
A1 site has similarly been shown. In addition, the
extension of pulsed EPR on short-lived intermediates
to pulsed ENDOR spectroscopy allows the investi-
gation of the hyper¢ne structure of such species. For
the phylloquinone acceptor in PS I an equivalence of
the most prominent hyper¢ne couplings in the func-
tional charge separated state Pc700A
c3
1 with photoac-
cumulated Pc700A
c3
1 has been shown. The spin density
distribution on the quinone molecule which can be
monitored by ENDOR spectroscopy can thereby
provide important information on protein^quinone
interactions such as hydrogen bonds. These will pro-
vide a better understanding of functional properties
of various cofactors in protein^pigment complexes.
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